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Abstract
This paper argues that the corporate annual report is not only a document comprising retrospective accounts of financial position and performance, but also a text that points to the future by means of presenting
dreams, aspirations and fantasies. However, these dreams are not to be seen as irrational deviations from
the rationalistically oriented discourse of accounting. Quite to the contrary, the three corporate dreams
identified in this study – the colonial dream, the evolutionary dream and the efficiency dream – are part of
the ongoing self-narration of the company, in which it tries to display an allegiance to a set of appropriate
aspirations that are considered legitimate in contemporary global capitalism. Drawing upon ideas from
narrative theory, annual reports from 2005 to 2010 collected from NASDAQ OMX Stockholm have been
analyzed with the purpose of understanding how corporate dreams are used in financial communication.
These corporate dreams contribute, the paper argues, to the construction of legitimacy and trust.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we investigate the visionary
and future-oriented aspects of annual
reports. More specifically, we shed light
upon how annual reports offer an arena
for corporate dreaming. This view contrasts considerably with how annual reports are commonly understood, viz. as
retrospective texts whose function is to
communicate the financial performance
(income statement) and the financial position (balance sheet) of the company at
the end of the year. The formal function of
annual report is to provide owners, investors, analysts and other stakeholders with
accurate information as input in the evaluation of the company and its performance.
However, annual reports are also used for
other communicative purposes such as
branding and image building (Stanton &
Stanton 2002).
In annual reports there are few explicit possibilities for management to express
dreams, visions and aspirations for the

future. Dreaming about the future needs
to take place elsewhere, e.g. in the form
of investment plans and internal strategic
documents. However, there are exceptions
that merit attention. One exception is the
introductory CEO letter in which ideas
about the future can be formulated and
dreams avowed. In this section, the company can speak – more freely than in other
parts of the annual report – about hopes
and dreams. Another section in the annual
report allowing space for loose dreams and
fantasies is the description of recognized
goodwill, i. e. evaluations of the excess of
the consideration over the net amounts of
the identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed due to a corporate acquisition (International Financial Reporting
Standard 3 (IFRS 3, p. 32). This section is
the research object for this paper. At face
value, the section where goodwill is described is not an evident space for formulation of future-oriented and visionary statements. However, if interpreted a
bit closer the goodwill explanations often
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contain what we in this paper will refer to
as corporate dreams, dreams that depict
wishful visions about the future.
The aim of this paper is to contribute
to the literature on the communicative
functions of annual reports by means of
investigating visionary and prospective
aspects of financial communication. We
will show how annual reports not only offer retrospective accounts of the financial
status of the organization but also promote dreams and hopes about the future.
However, these corporate dreams should
not be conceived of as irrational, confused
fantasies, rather as potentially legitimate
responses to the institutional, ideological and discursive contexts in which the
company operates. A public declaration of
morally justifiable and legitimate dreams
is, in itself, a performative act with direct
and indirect consequences on corporate
image, status and legitimacy. Dreaming
“appropriate” dreams – in public – can be a
way of presenting oneself as a trustworthy
actor in the marketplace. Trust in the company is to a substantial extent an outcome
of such discursive acts of legitimization.
This study is an attempt to shed light upon
one of these trust-building discursive acts.
Drawing upon narrative theory and
discourse analysis we have analyzed goodwill formulations in annual reports collected from NASDAQ OMX Stockholm. Annual
reports from 2005 to 2010 were analyzed
and we identified three main corporate
dreams: the colonial dream, the evolutionary dream, and the efficiency dream. In the
remainder of the paper, we will argue that
these dreams function as self-narratives,
that is, narrated accounts of the company
that contribute to the construction of a socially acceptable – and trustworthy – image of the company in question.
The paper is structured as follows.
Firstly, we describe the genre of the annual report followed by a presentation of our
study object: goodwill. In the next section
we offer a brief review of the extant research on the communicative functions of
annual reports, followed by a presentation
of the research design. After this, a presentation of the findings – the three corporate

dreams – follows. The paper ends with discussion and conclusions.
2

The annual report

Formally the annual report is the board of
directors’ report to the owners of the company (Ministry of Justice, 2005, chapter 7,
paragraph 10). The specified purpose of
the report is to provide valid information
for the owners so as to enable informed
decisions and accurate evaluations of the
company, its board of directors and management. The annual report consists of
two main parts, whereby the first part is
unregulated and the second part is highly regulated through national and international rules and standards. It is here, in
the last statutory part of the report, one
can find the core of the annual report or
at least what a few decades ago used to be
the only content of an annual report – the
income statement, the balance sheet, the
cash-flow analysis and the notes.
Regulated as such, the annual report is
primarily supposed to deal with the past,
first and foremost the previous year. Successes and failures are explained and deviations from expectations are accounted
for. Blame is attributed and credit is given
(Rahm & Sandell, 2016). In that sense the
annual report can be seen as a part of an
ongoing dialogue between the company and its environment, where the management of the company respond to the
stakeholders’ readings and concern (Brennan, Merkl-Davies, & Beelitz, 2013; Lupu &
Sandu, 2017; Prakash & Rappaport, 1977).
The text in the annual report belongs
to the board of directors but mainly to
the management of the company, which
means that it is not a neutral description
of reality (Arnold & Oaks, 1998, p. 130).
Rather, it is the description of reality from
the perspective of one stakeholder, a description influenced by the fact that the
evaluated writes the main part of the evaluation (Rahm & Sandell, 2016). However,
the annual report does not only provide
the management’s rule-governed description of the company. The story told,
including the texts contextualizing the
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numbers of the annual report, contribute to shaping the events in the way the
readers understand reality (Hines, 1988;
Morgan, 1988). Explanations of goodwill is
here an interesting case in point. Goodwill
is an asset that originates from an acquisition. Hence, it is a past event that needs
to be explained, but since it is part of an
acquisition price that, at least in theory,
has been determined by a net present value calculation of future cash-flows, the explanation of goodwill also requires an idea
of the future.
3

The case of goodwill

When a company acquires another company and the consideration exceeds the
value of the acquired company’s identifiable net assets, the residual is termed
goodwill. Over the years goodwill has been
ascribed different meanings, from not being an asset of any value, being the value of
the acquired company’s reputation, being
the value of abnormal returns − although
this is more of a rationalization of the
method of calculation than a standalone
explanation − to being synergies from asset interaction, personnel and know-how,
i. e. resources not recognisable as separate
intangible assets (Gynther, 1969; Ma &
Hopkins, 1988; Sandell & Svensson, 2016;
Seetharaman, Balachandran & Saravanan,
2004). Today goodwill is formally defined as:
An asset representing the future economic
benefits arising from other assets acquired
in a business combination that are not individually identified and separately recognised.
(IFRS 3, Appendix A)

Hence, goodwill is a recognisable asset and
according to IFRS 3 (paragraph 59–60, B64)
recognised goodwill has to be reported and
motivated by a qualitative description in
the annual report of the acquiring company. This is a qualitative description of:
[…] the factors that make up the goodwill
recognised, such as expected synergies from
combining operations of the acquiree and the
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acquirer, intangible assets that do not qualify for separate recognition or other factors
(IFRS 3, B64)

Thus, goodwill is described and motivated
retrospectively as the acquisition is a historic event. But the goodwill paid for at the
same time needs a prospective description
and motivation as it deals with the future –
in terms of “future economic benefits”
(IFRS 3) − through prognoses of revenues,
cost savings and profits as a consequence
of the acquisition. As goodwill is loaded
with meaning in this prospective way, it
is obvious that there are prospects, expectations or even hopes for the company. In
this paper we argue that the descriptions
of goodwill in the annual reports express
hopes and desires which we label corporate dreams. One reason to use the word
dream is that the assessments of the consequences of corporate acquisitions often
are exaggerated (Gu & Lev, 2011; King,
Dalton, Daily, & Covin, 2004; Moeller,
Schlingemann & Stultz, 2005; Wiklund &
Shepherd, 2009). Roll (1986) coined the
hubris-hypothesis on acquisition of companies, which means that the management tends to overestimate their capability
to generate profit by acquisitions, leading
to high considerations. More interestingly however – goodwill descriptions offer a
possibility for the management to formulate overarching dreams on the future path
for the company. This is what interests us
and will be the focus of our analyses. In the
next section we will discuss previous research on the performative narrative and
the genre of annual reports, which also
affects the writing of goodwill. Then we
describe the research design and the data
studied. The three dreams identified are
discussed and finally we reflect upon the
status of these dreams in society, in terms
of the overarching idea or ideology about
corporate activities that these dreams represent and perhaps reproduce.
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Previous research on the
communicative function of
annual reports

The accounting language is often conceived of as a system of signification, symbols, esoteric terms and measures that
needs to be read and interpreted by those
who master this system of communication. These measures, symbols and numbers are however not only representations
of past performance but also inscriptions
that allow some decisions whereas others are made impossible (Vollmer, 2007,
p. 580), i. e. the accounting language performs. In the annual report, the accounting language is interwoven with wordings,
phrases and perspectives from another
context, the everyday language, sometimes referred to as the natural language
(Crowther, Carter, & Cooper, 2006, p. 179).
The everyday language has two interrelated functions. It is used to tell a story, as in
the CEO-letter, in which the writer has to
consider the accounting language. It is also
used to verbalize the accounting language
in the form of comments, words, phrases,
arguments and explanations. However, the
everyday language does not only describe
things, i. e. words are not merely representations, rather words perform as they take
part in the shaping of our understanding
of business phenomena (Vollmer, Mennicken, & Preda, 2009).
One stream of research within the
field of discourse and performativity has
focused on the role played by the everyday language on the promotion of plausible and legitimate representations of the
company. For example, Arnold and Oaks
(1998) studied the discursive construction
of a crisis and its importance to render
some solutions plausible and others unthinkable. Arnold and Oaks (1998, p. 146)
argue that accounting, “as language, is not
a passive reflection of events but plays an
active role in constructing them”. The everyday language of annual reports takes
part in the production and reproduction
of certain representations of business realities. In a similar vein, Power (2003, p. 379)
states that accounting “shapes preferences, organizational routines, and the forms

of visibility, which support and give meaning to decision making”. Another example
of the performative qualities of the everyday language can be drawn from Crowther
et al. (2006, p. 180) who argue that “annual
accounts can be considered as an important medium through which organizations
seek to concentrate their public’s attention
on particular key messages”. In this case,
annual reports mediate a certain representation of the organization as an attempt to
manage meaning, i. e. to “affect the company’s public image and reputation by offering explanations, rationalizations and
legitimation of its activities” (Aerts, 2001,
pp. 3–4; Boje & Rosile, 2008).
The narrative of the annual report,
which is the focus of this study, is well
covered in previous research on the discourse of accounting, especially concerning the CEO letter to shareholders (Aerts &
Yan, 2017; Amernic, Craig & Tourish, 2007;
Bartlett & Chandler, 1997; Beattie, 2014;
Craig & Amernic, 2008; Hadro, Klimczak &
Pauka, 2017; Hooghiemstra, 2010; Hyland,
1998; Smith & Taffler, 2000). A narrative
consists of several rhetorical figures, devices and components that takes part in
the shaping of the text as a whole. The tendency to emphasize good news and obfuscate bad as well as to attribute positive
outcomes to internal factors and negative
outcomes to external causes are common
rhetorical characteristics of the annual report (Aerts, 1994; Brennan & Conroy, 2013;
Cho, Roberts, & Patten, 2010; Clatworhty &
Jones, 2003; Conaway & Wardrope, 2010;
Merkl-Davies & Brennan, 2007; Neu, Warsame, & Pedwell, 1998; Poole, 2016). Buzzwords are also used to a larger extent than
negatively charged words (Hildebrandt &
Snyder, 1981; Rutherford, 2003, 2005), and
annual report texts are often written in difficult prose (Courtis, 1995, 2004; Li, 2008).
Other studies have focused on components of the narrative, for instance
retrospective sense-making by use of linguistic accounts, such as excuses and justifications, in order to discursively handle
external evaluations and critique (Aerts,
2005; Brühl & Kury, 2019; Erickson, Weber
& Segovia, 2011; Sandell & Svensson, 2016;
2017), and on the handling of uncertain-
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ty by the mitigation of knowledge claims
through linguistic hedging (Klimczak,
Dynel & Pikos, 2016; Wang, Li & Cao,
2012). Yet other studies have identified the
use of metaphors in order to make annual report texts readable and meaningful
(Walters-York, 1996). Bujaki & McConomy
(2012) suggest that metaphors have performative qualities as their use are related
to decision making as well as to corporate
performance.
Although there are company specific
and unique messages in an annual report,
the report also needs to be understood as
a genre (Lupu & Sandu, 2017; Rutherford,
2005, 2013; Sandell & Svensson, 2016),
i. e. as an institutionalized text operating
in a predictable system of symbols with a
certain style, form, terminology and formulations. Bhatia (2017) advocates both
a critical perspective and the need to understand the interdiscursive construction
of annual reports and other genres within
financial communication. Bhatia defines
interdiscursivity as ”the function of appropriation of generic resources, primarily
contextual in nature, focusing on specific
relationships between and across discursive and professional practices as well as
professional cultures” (Bhatia, 2010 p. 33).
The production of an annual report is a
specialized professional practice with encounters of discourses such as accounting,
finance, management, PR and law. The
perspective of Bhatia is critical genre analysis, which can be seen as a combination of
genre analysis and critical discourse analysis. The critical perspective takes into account the cultural practice and the professional practice, not necessarily power and
dominance. The goal is rather to “explain,
clarify and ‘demystify’ professional practice” (Bhatia, 2017, p. 9) and has e.g. been
applied to management texts (Björkvall,
2018). This is also our point of departure –
a genuine and unprejudiced curiosity.
The genre of the annual report is
strictly regulated, for instance by means
of a standardized conceptual apparatus,
measurement and evaluation principles.
Texts in annual reports are reused and reproduced in a process that can be referred
to as discursive isomorphism (cf. DiMag-
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gio & Powell, 1983), a process that tends to
homogenize the everyday language of the
report. This tendency to reproduce and
prevail the hegemonic truths (or myths) are
stronger when texts are produced within a
specific genre (Phillips, Lawrence & Hardy,
2004). This is not least due to the annual
report writing process which includes a
fuzzy and complex collective authorship
(Gibbins, Richardson & Waterhouse, 1990;
Rahm & Sandell, 2016), where large bodies
of texts are produced within a short time
frame. The narrative of the annual report
is constructed by various mechanisms of
intertextuality and interdiscursivity – traces of other texts, such as laws, standards,
annual reports from the own company as
well as from other companies shape the
annual report narrative (Bhatia 2010, 2017;
Lupu & Sandu, 2017; Rahm & Sandell,
2016). It is fair to say that texts produced
for annual reports to some extent are consequences of institutionalized language
use, to some extent intended neutral descriptions, i. e. incremental information,
and to some extent impression management, i. e. attempts to control the impressions others form (Leary & Kowalski, 1990,
p. 34). Brennan & Conroy (2013) also found
indications of narcissism and hubris, i. e.
texts not intentionally written to deceive
but where the text rather is the outcome of
self-deception and egocentricity
In summary, previous studies have
acknowledged that the use of everyday
language in annual reports partakes in the
construction of world-views, legitimacy
and social acceptance from the perspective of the individual company (Coupland,
2006; Craig & Amernic, 2004; Vollmer,
Mennicken & Preda, 2009).
Our study aims at contributing to this
literature by means of exploring the ways
in which corporate annual reports – in
their descriptions of the value of goodwill – express corporate dreams as part
of the company’s ongoing self-narration
which, in turn, contributes to the building
of legitimacy and trust.
Although some parts of the annual
report narrative are well explored in research, less attention has been given to
the narratives in the regulated part of the
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report which we study in this paper. There
are reason to believe that the everyday language in the regulated part of the report
differs from the language in voluntary, or
at least less regulated parts. Aerts & Yang
(2017) for instance found that the texts in
the letter to shareholders to a large extent
is decoupled from the company specific
financials. Even though the annual report
heavily leans toward the retrospective, at
least one section − normally a part of the
footnote on intangible assets − allows for
some prospective and visionary language:
the description of goodwill.
5

The narrated dream

In this paper we are broadly inspired by
narrative theory (e.g. Czarniawska, 2004;
Gabriel, 1998). The narrative approach
to organizational (and financial) communication emphasizes the importance
of storytelling and narrative practices in
organizations’ attempts to communicate
externally as well as internally. Simply put,
the basic assumption of narrative theory
is that narratives – and as these are enacted in the practice of storytelling – fulfil a
crucial role in the reproduction and maintenance of groups, communities and culture. As suggested by Czarniawska (2004,
p. 3), narratives can be considered the
“most typical form of social life”. We tell
stories to each other and the stories contain knowledge, cultural values and moral
points that are necessary in order to reproduce social order.
Not surprisingly, narratives and storytelling are also important elements in
organizational communication. As pointed out by Gabriel, “it is now widely agreed
that stories create, sustain, fashion and
test meanings in and out of organizations”
(Gabriel, 1998, p. 85). Moreover, stories are
one of the means constructing organizations on an everyday basis. Stories clarify
and display social relations and distribution of power within a certain organizational setting. Corporate storytelling is
important in various organizations and
contribute to legitimation of e.g. ideas of
the organization (Rehnberg, 2014). Rehn-

berg suggests the notion strategic storytelling in order to depict the different
functions of the narratives, both strategic narratives (to create the brand) and
co-created narratives (created by various
stakeholders within and outside the organisation).
Dreams about the future are a particularly interesting case of organizational
narratives. The dream, like the myth or
saga (Salzer-Mörling, 1998), is a narratively structured way of expressing values,
ideologies and moral points. Arguably,
dreams exists only, at least in practical
discourse, in the form of narratives, as responses to wishes such as: “Tell me about
your dreams!”. Put differently, dreams are
necessarily narrated when they appear in
social situations. Drawing upon this argument, we approach the annual reports as
documents in which dreams are narrated – explicitly and implicitly.
Further, we suggest that the dreams
told in annual reports can and should be
seen as part of what is sometimes labelled
self-narrative. Self-narratives are commonly understood as retrospective accounts “of the relationship among self-relevant events across time. In developing
a self-narrative, we establish coherent
connections along life events” (Gergen,
1994, p. 187). The self-narrative is commonly used in order to understand the
ways in which people organize their past.
However, in this paper we will specifically
conceive of the dream as a self-narrative.
The self-narrative is a story that, directly or
indirectly, deals with the self, i. e. the ideal
image of the self. When organizations tell
stories they are also – in effect – narrating
themselves. The story told reflects, as it
were, the story-teller’s ideal self-image. As
Gergen (1994, p. 188) suggests “self-narratives function much like oral histories or
morality tales within a society. They are
cultural resources that serve such social
purposes as self-identification, self-justification, self-criticism, and social solidification.”
Through the self-narratives, organizations engage in self-justification and,
in the long run, the production of trustworthiness. Telling appropriate stories is
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a way of showing allegiance to the socially
accepted values in certain social contexts.
In our view, the corporate dream is a case
in point of such a self-narrative. In narrating appropriate corporate dreams, organizations publicly subscribe to legitimate
value systems, which in turn can contribute to the production and maintenance of
trustworthiness on the market as well as in
society at large.
Corporate dreams should not be understood as unrealistic or psychotic fantasies without connection to reality and
real life. You do not wake up from the corporate dreams; they are nothing less than
part and parcel of business life and the value-system upon which this world is based.
Corporate dreams – at least the appropriate ones, i. e. the ones socially accepted –
are stories depicting the value systems and
moral premises undergirding the capitalist
logic within which companies operate. In
that sense the corporate dreams we analyze in this paper should be understood as
legitimate ideals that companies are expected to strive for. The corporate dreams
are culturally rooted and anchored as part
of a common capitalistic narrative which
gives both meaning and legitimacy to everyday actions within organizations and to
the decision making of managers.
The corporate dreams should also be
conceived of as institutionalized dreams,
in other words commonly accepted in the
form of presuppositions of what companies are, what companies do and should
do. Presuppositions are most important
when it comes to constructing a certain
ideology as “relations of power are best
served by meanings that are widely taken
as given” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 58).
6

Methodology

The data corpus consists of the goodwill
descriptions provided in the notes to the
audited financial statements in annual reports from 2005 to 2010 from NASDAQ OMX Stockholm. These companies
are since 2005 required to prepare their
consolidated financial statements in accordance with International Financial
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Reporting Standards (IFRS), adopted pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002),
including IFRS 3 Business Combinations.
The number of annual reports studied are
1323, containing 589 goodwill descriptions
of in total 14 174 words. Thus, the average
length of a commentary is 24 words. The
longest explanation consists of 144 words,
and the shortest of 5 words. The 589 commentaries emanate from the annual reports of 142 companies that at least on
one occasion has disclosed a comment explaining recognised goodwill (see table 1
for a summary of the data).
Table 1:

Description of sample and data
2005–2010

Number of annual reports examined
Number of companies providing explanations
Number of explanations provided
Text corpus word count
Average length of explanation (words)

1323
142
589
14 174
24

When analysing the goodwill descriptions, we have focused on the text rather
than on the authors’ intention or readers
understanding of the text. The texts as
such perform regardless of the intention
behind it. Readers, being a diverse group
not fully understood or defined (Stanton &
Stanton, 2002), might understand a text in
very different ways between themselves,
and in very different ways compared to
what the author intends to communicate
(Lewin, 2005; Rutherford, 2005). We handle these complications, as suggested by
Myers (1989), by studying features of the
text, the text functioning as an intermediary in an ongoing dialogue between authors and readers. Our analysis has been
performed on original texts in Swedish in
order to reduce risk of translation losses
in the analytical process (cf. Evans, 2004).
The annual reports studied are in most
cases originally written, edited and revised
in Swedish. In all cases both a Swedish version and an English version of the annual
report are published simultaneously at the
websites of the Swedish companies. The
production in English is partly a parallel
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process, partly a translation of the Swedish
version. Thus, in general we deem the English versions to be equivalent with Swedish versions. The examples are rendered
from the English versions.
The 589 goodwill comments were analysed and discussed through close readings by the three authors. The thematic
categorization was governed by data,
thus a result of repeated interpretations,
comparisons, classifications, groupings
and mappings. In order to avoid restrictions of possible interpretations of the descriptions, no predefined categories were
used. This means that the empirical data
governed the categorization process (cf.
Charmaz, 2006, p. 39). Relevant excerpts
and formulations were selected, organized
and thematised according to resemblance
patterns. Broad categories were generated that subsequently developed into the
three main types of dreams that we will
explore in detail in what follows. To sum
up – data brought the analysis to theoretical categories, theoretical categories were
not applied to data.
7

Corporate dreams

In this section three corporate dreams will
be discussed: the colonial dream, the evolutionary dream and the efficiency dream.
The colonial dream expresses a vision
of geo-political dominance whereas the
evolutionary dream depicts a progressive
future. The efficiency dream is a dream
about the optimal usage of resources and
the creation of the ultimately optimal organization.
7.1 The colonial dream
The colonial dream is built upon the narrative of increasing geo-political dominance. Historically, geo-political power
has been exercised through more or less
violent conquests of new territorial space.
In the corporate world, the colonial dream
takes the form of market domination
in (potentially) profitable regions of the
world. A central theme in the discourse of
international business is the importance
of being present in potentially profitable

regions all over the world. The colonial
dream is manifested in various ways in the
annual reports subjected to study. In our
first example, from the Swedish bank Handelsbanken, the phrase geographical proximity is an indication:
The goodwill arising from the acquisition is
mainly due to the synergy effects with Handelsbanken’s established operations in Denmark, personnel-related resources, trademarks and the value of geographical proximity
in the area where Lokalbanken runs its operations. (Handelsbanken, 2008, p. 71, emphasis
added)

This excerpt can be interpreted as a self-
narrative containing the aspiration to expand already existing colonies or established operations. The noun operation is
used ambiguously as the acquired bank
runs its operations which of course refers
to customer contacts but also to operations in the sense of competing with other
banks about influence and power of the
Danish territory.
In the excerpt below the adjective
geographical is combined with the noun
coverage, which is a way of allying with a
general colonial narrative so as to display
the appropriate aspiration for dominance
and control:
Securitas has acquired all shares in the security services company Claw Protection Services in South Africa, following the strategy
to increase global presence. Claw Protection
Services has approximately 800 employees
and specializes in guarding services, mainly
in the areas of Johannesburg and Pretoria.
The company had at the time of acquisition
projected annual sales of approximately
MSEK 38. Goodwill, which amounts to MSEK
10.1, is mainly related to geographical coverage and operational expansion. (Securitas,
2010, p. 116, emphasis added)

Furthermore, the phrase operational expansion is used as a way of expressing
hope for the future in the language of colonialism. More specifically, the value of
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goodwill is described as an investment in
the future growth of the company with the
purpose of expanding the revenue and the
profit as well as establishing controllable
geographical areas. This is a self-narrative
that is not only about the willingness to
cover an area, but also about increasing influence and power. The ultimate goal is expressed in the verb phrase increase global
presence. The aspiration, the appropriate
aspiration that is, for control over important areas where the companies strive for
increased control of the revenues, bears resemblances with former colonial projects.
The Suez Canal Company is an illustrative
example, founded as a private enterprise
in 1858 with the objective to construct
the canal, an objective which was fulfilled
in 1869. The ownership was British and
French in order to avoid conflicts with the
colonial ambitions of Great Britain and
France. The Suez Canal remained property
of the Suez Canal Company with powerful
military British support until the Egyptian
nationalization in 1956. This company
is the most obvious example of living the
colonial dream with intertwined connections between economic, political and
military power, control and dominance.
Another way of writing about expansive aspirations in annual reports is to emphasize growth beyond national borders.
Consider the following example:
Goodwill amounted to 97 and consists of assembled work force, future market shares and
synergies. This acquisition strengthens the
SKF Group’s position in industrial seals by
bringing to the Group new products and new
technologies. Geographically, SKF Group’s
global organisation will also be able to bring
Macrotech’s products to markets outside
North America. (SKF, 2006, p. 46, emphasis
added)

In this example, the global organisation is
emphasized as the instrument by which
the corporate expansion will be undertaken. This way of presenting resembles the
global ambitions of colonial powers in the
19th century or contemporary neocolonial
attempts to control the world by USA, Rus-
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sia and China. Also, neocolonialism entails
corporation between political power and
the companies in foreign countries such as
USA and US companies in Latin America,
Asia and Africa.
7.2 The evolutionary dream
The evolutionary dream is, like the colonial dream, associated with expansion but
also with the companies’ development
into a state of higher quality and stronger
persistence. The origin of the evolutionary
dream can be traced to the general encyc
lopedic formulations “the gradual development of something” and “the process
by which different kinds of living organism
are believed to have developed from earlier forms during the history of the earth”
(Waite, 2015). The evolutionary dream
informs a self-narrative in which the wellknown noun phrase the survival of the fittest coined by Charles Darwin becomes a
central moral guideline. Organizational
and industrial development are central
tenets within management discourse. The
link between biology and society leads
back to the 19th century and connects with
colonialism as well as with our contemporary perception:
Darwin’s general theory of evolution claims
that natural species evolve through variation
and natural selection, a process that is not
necessarily progressive. However, in the evolutionary theory espoused by Victorian social
scientists, human societies were bound to
improve, change was progressive, and led to
further civilization and moral improvement
of human society. Such theories were central
to the 19th-century approach to society and
political life. They underpinned colonialism
and are still deeply entrenched in Western
thought. (Scott & Marshall, 2009, p. 233)

The evolutionary dream is a dream about
eternal growth. It is also an expression of
an aspiration for the never-ending development of the organization and the
products in order to survive in the market
competition. Such an aspiration can materialize itself in continuing amendments of
products as a way of adapting to changed
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environments and modulation of functions. Elekta’s acquisition of Medical Intelligence, commented on below, is a case in
point:
Goodwill refers to future synergy effects. The
acquisition provides the possibility of developing more integrated products in the near future that supplement and strengthen Elekta’s
solutions for image guided and stereotactic
radiation therapy. Elekta’s international sales
organizations will facilitate sales and market
penetration. (Elekta, 2005/06, p. 33, emphasis
added)

The speed of the evolution can increase –
possibility of developing more integrated
products; sales and market penetration –
when developed in symbiosis between
the acquiring and the acquired company.
Growth and development are often depicted as a result of increased knowledge
in the corporative organization as in this
example from H&M:
Goodwill arising from the acquisition relates
to synergy effects etc. achieved due, among
other things, to economies of scale in production, logistics, expansion and know-how in
the existing organisation. (H&M, 2008, p. 28,
emphasis added)

H&M’s acquisition is here motivated by
the access to valuable tacit knowledge,
know-how, in the existing organisation of
the company added to the assets of H&M.
The idea seems to be that know-how can
contribute to the growth, the evolution of
H&M. The crux of evolutionary processes is adopting to a variable and changing
world, which calls for a need of ongoing
evolution in terms of new knowledge. A
prerequisite for this successful evolution is
the skill of existing employees which is the
key phrase in the comment by MTG below:
The goodwill in 2010 comprise of potential
new products and customers expected to be
realised in future as well as the skill of existing employees. (MTG, 2010, p. 74, emphasis
added)

Thus, knowledge is not described as an abstract and general resource but very much
connected to concrete individuals and
groups. The acquisition of the company,
then, is motivated by the access to these
persons as well as their knowledge and
competences.
7.3 The efficiency dream
The efficiency dream is rooted in the aspiration to optimize the relation between
input and output. To present oneself as an
efficient organization, references to different notions of performance are called
for. An efficient organization can be described – or narrated – in terms of a slim
machine “achieving maximum productivity with minimum wasted effort or expense” but also in terms of an organization
“working in a well-organized and competent way” (Waite, 2015). Both of these
meanings seems to have relevance for the
efficiency dream.
Arguably, efficiency is one of the stron
gest contemporary ideals and, consequently, an appropriate aspiration for companies
as well as other kind of organizations. Put
differently, organizations have to show allegiance to the efficiency dream in different
ways. Ratos’ annual report 2007 offers an
illustrative example, motivating goodwill
from the acquisition of EuroMaint in the
key formulation to continuously develop
and improve the efficiency:
The goodwill recognised for EuroMaint represents a well-functioning organization with
the ability to continuously develop and improve the efficiency of its operations, make
profitable agreements, a business model that
generates strong cash flows and a leading
market position as well as intangible assets
that cannot be identified and measured separately from goodwill. (Ratos, 2007, p. 62, emphasis added)

The expectation of increased future efficiency is further spelled out by hopes and
desires to make profit, a steady cash flow
and to obtain a leading market position.
However, the dream of efficiency is mainly
expressed in terms of coordination and in-
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tegration of resources and activities. Let us
return to an example from H&M discussed
above:
Goodwill arising from the acquisition relates
to synergy effects etc. achieved due, among
other things, to economies of scale in production, logistics, expansion and know-how in
the existing organisation. (H&M, 2008, p. 28,
emphasis added)

H&M describes the synergy effects emana
ting from economies of scale made possible
through the acquisition. Hence, synergy is
here not only an expression for a dream
about a successful evolution (see the previous section) but also a way to display a
dream of efficiency. Furthermore, in the
extract from Kinnevik below, economies of
scale are mentioned as a way of eliminating redundant and unnecessary activities,
which at the end of the day is assumed to
result in reduced costs:
Goodwill, in connection with the acquisition
of Frövi, pertains to Korsnäs’ expectation of
strengthening its position in the market for
Liquid Packaging Board and Folding Carton
and the expectation of receiving economies
of scale, which would result in reduced costs
when Frövi is integrated into Korsnäs’ existing
operations. (Kinnevik, 2006, p. 42, emphasis
added)

One plus one, according to this logic,
equals three; more can be achieved with
less resources. Economies of scale is a notion used in business discourse to present
oneself as a trustworthy company, one
that displays an aspiration to be and remain efficient.
8

Conclusion: Corporate dreams,
moral tales and trust

In this paper, we have showed how the management of the company is both source
and owner of the text and how the dreams,
hopes and fears are expressed in the content, phrases and emphases chosen for the
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goodwill commentaries. The three dreams
discussed above have something to say
about the demands facing companies in
contemporary capitalism. The self-narratives also involve moral elements, and
as such they operate as a kind of moral
tales (Baruch, 1981). Writing about oneself
in terms of the dreams about the future
is also a way of responding to an institutionalized moral order. That is, presenting
oneself as a morally justifiable – and trustworthy – organization is one of the ways
in which organizations try to secure their
survival. Thus, the public dreaming about
colonialization, evolution and efficiency
displays a sense of corporate rationality,
which is a crucial element of the moral of
the market and, consequently, part of the
trust capital of a company. The dreams are
not necessarily pleasant or generally (cf.
the colonial dream), but they are dreams
that belong to the world of companies,
markets and capitalism. These dreams are
appropriate and trustworthy dreams. One
reason for this is the overall meta-narrative that the three corporate dreams refer
to, namely the narrative of instrumental
power, more specifically the aspiration to
tame and control the unpredictable future.
The colonial dream is about geopolitical
dominance. The evolutionary dream refers
to the intellectual and technological superiority. The dream of efficiency stems from
the desire to take lead by means of being
the smartest, fittest and leanest.
The meta-narrative of instrumental
power is one of the cornerstones of the
very discourse of management. The notion
of management stems from Italian ‘training of a horse; action and paces of a horse’
and came into English in the 16th century
(Waite, 2015). The wild and unruly could
be about the will and interests of the employees, the desire and motivation of the
consumers, the unpredictable markets etc.
This is not entirely surprising one might
argue. The idea of management presupposes ideas of controlling one’s destiny
and reducing the dependency on luck and
fate. Expanding the borders within which
the company operates is at the heart of
the definition of the company within a
capitalist system where growth is required
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for survival. The anti-thesis to the company is an organization that does not move
or, even worse, that decline. By means of
presenting legitimate dreams, dreams that
represent appropriate aspirations for the
future, companies partake in the rhetorical
building of trustworthiness, not only for
the individual company but also, at least
on a collective scale, for capitalism as such.
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